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By Datus C. Proper
WITH PAINTING BY JO N  Q. WRIGHT

INCENT C. MARINARO S HOUSE was 
M at 600 East Marble Street in Mechan- 

m  M  iesburg, Pennsylvania, but he lived on 
M  M  the banks of the Letort Spring Run. At 

least, he seemed to live there during 
the summers I knew him, starting in 

197 W If we spent an hour or so in the house before 
fishing, it was because the tackle was stored there. A 
big Winesap tree shaded the back porch, and Vince’s 
rods had been planed from bamboo strips in that 
small, screened room. Usually we’d take one of the 
finished rods, or two or three, out of a battered leath
er case which, he said, “had been over a lot of iron 
bridgesS ’d hold the screen door open carefully so 
the tips wouldn’t snag. Then we’d cast on the lawn as 
the sun dropped. Vince would compliment the old 
tree for setting a crop of apples that would do him 
and his wife all winter. I’d compliment him on his 
rods, which was easy, lie wouldn’t compliment 
mine, but he would allow that one French rod might 
get the job done. And then we’d go and do the job.

On the banks of the Letort, Vince Marinaro took 
root like a gray-barked hickory stump. He fit there as 
woodcock fit in alder bottoms and brown trout fit 
under clots ofelodea. Part of it was that Vince moved 
slowly in his later years, because of a bad hip. I’d 
thrash my way through a mile of ragweed without 
seeing a rise—nothing rises in the Letort while the 
June sun is still hot—and then I’d thrash back, sneez
ing, and see Vince planted in the riverbank reeds, rod 
sticking up like a flowering stem and eyes sharp on 
the wrinkle of current where a fish would show
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The Anglers Art 
Books For Fly Fishermen
1987 CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE. The catalog is free with any 
purchase. By itself the catalog is $2.00. We have in stock over 500 
titles: new and used, in-print and out-of-print. All of the books in this 
ad are new.

VERY SPECIAL BARGAINS *
PRICES GOOD UNTIL MAY 31, 1987,

FLY TYING, AN INTERNATIONAL GlJlBE TO OVER 400 PAT
TERNS, Mf?* i 986, Them are striking full color illustrations of each 
fly ~ « o w o r k  1 have seeni*i years. Covers flies for 
trout, seatrout, grayling, salmon, bass, and saltwater. Also includes a 

*g lo s s y  o f. , color definitions, hqok ¡size charts*
and an: in d ex «  This 8 x 10 book has 160 pages and is done
ptheayy by hlhy 31 and
save over $ 10.00. at $9*95

ON TIKkN-Y N^ei,' 1st ed. Illus. by Dave
^  Caucci & Nastasi,

* Brooks and others, Price cut from $19.95 to  $9.95.
A RIVER RUNS THROUGH IT, Maclean. Illustrated with color 
photos of the Biackfoot river, “ ...a lyrical tale of fly Ashing, fighting 
and carousing.” Nearly two hundred thousand copies of this short 
story have been sold. This is the first time I have put the illustrated 
•editldp on said; reduced from $27,00 to $9,95*
Satisfaction Guaranteed»
AMERICAN FLY TVER'S HANDBOOK, Bayed. Contributions by 
LaFontaine, Nlemeyer, Lively, Burette, Merwin, Janssen, and others. 
Save $10.00. On: sale now for $9.95. v)
ANTIQUE FISHING REELS, Vernon, An illus. guide to identifying 
and understanding US patehiedmodels thru 1920. Was $19.95, Now 
$<L9&

BOOKSHELF SAMPLER
ADVANCED FLY FISHING, Burns, 1979 facsimile ed., orig. pub. in 
1953. $35.00
ANGLERS GUIDE TO TEN CLASSIC TROUT STREAM IN 
MICHIGAN, Hendrickson, paperback. $14.95
ATLANTIC SALMON, Wulff, 1983 revised ed. $27.95
AQUATIC ENTOMOLOGY, McCafferty, 1982.gThe Fisherman’s 
and Ecologist’s Guide to Insects and Their Relatives.” Over 400 pgs. 
and 1000 illustrations in this 81/2 x 11 book. Paperback. $39.95
ART OF TYING THE WET FLY AND FISHING THE FLYMPH, 
Leisenring and Hidy. Orig. pub. in 1941 this 1971 ed. has 3 new 
chapts. by Hidy. $16.00
COMPLEAT ANGLER, Walton with the chapters by Cotton on fly 
fishing. Over 200 wood-cut style illustrations and 427 pgs. $15.00 
COMPLEAT BOOK OF FLY TYING, Leiser. $18.95
COMPLEAT BROWN TROUT, Heacox. A signed and numbered 
limited editon of 1000 done in 1983 to celebrate the 100 anniversary of 
the brown trout in America. Leather bound, all pages edges gilt, sewn 
in ribbon book mark, silk endpapers, and slipcase. $75.00
COMPLETE BOOK OF WESTERN HATCHES, Hafele & Hughes. 
“An Anglers Entomology And Fly Pattern Field Guide.” Paperback. 
$19.95
COMPLETE FLY TYER, Cross. This book includes Tying American 
Trout Lures and Fur, Feather, and Steel plus new material. $12.95
FEATHER IN THE BREEZE, Leonard. “ Few men have taken the 
fly rod to as many species of game fish, and fewer still have given as 
many hours of reflection to the hours spent at their sport. These pages 
are rich with thoughtful evocations.” $12.00
FIELD AND STREAM TREASURY OF TROUT FISHING, ed. by 
Wright. A wonderful look at the richest period in the development of 
American fly fishing. Forty-eight contributors offer us a great blend 
of stories and technical information. $17.95
FINE BAMBOO FLY ROD, A MASTER’S SECRETS OF 
RESTORATION AND REPAIR, Kirkfield. $29.95
FISH THE IMPOSSIBLE PLACES, Pobst. The story of the keel fly. 
Paperback. $12.95
FISHING FLIES AND FLY TYING, Blades, 1979 fascimile ed. 
Foreword by Poul Jorgensen. $32.00
FISHING THE FLATS, Sosin and Kreh. $16.95
FLY FISHING FOR PACIFIC SALMON, Ferguson, Johnson, and 
Trotter. $29.95
FLY FISHING FOR TROUT, A GUIDE FOR ADULT 
BEGINNERS, Taleur. $16.95.

FLY FISHING IN SALT WATER, Kreh, 1986 revised edition. The 
best book on salt water fly rodding. $19.95
FRENCH FISHING FLIES, Pequegnot. In the intro. Datus Proper 
writes “ Design is why this book has as much to do with the Henry’s 
Fork as with the Risle” . $18.95
HENRY’S FORK, Brooks. “An Intimate Portrait of a Great Trout 
River and its History.’’ $24.95
HOOK BOOK, A REFERENCE GUIDE FOR FLY TYERS, Stewartl 
paperback $8.95
HOW TO TAKE TROUT ON WET FLIES AND NYMPHS, O vl 
ington. $12.00

LIGHT TACKLE FISHING GUIDES OF NORTH AMERICA, 
1986. The audio*, Dick Swan, tells us about 837 guide operations! 
(over 600 offering fly fishing) based In 35 states, all of Canada, Mex- 
ico, Belize, and the Bahamas. The information on each guide opera* 
tion includes species of fish* methods of Ashing, type of boats, and 
current; rates. He also gives us Jhe neaf^t accdihodations amf schedule 
ed airlines* Them are 54 maps and an index of guides and Waters in 
this 436 pg. paperback. $14.95

LAKE FISHING WITH A FLY, Cordes & Kaufman, paperback. 
$19.95
MASTER FLY TYING GUIDE, Flick ed. In this collections of ex
perts Shaw writes about Streamers & Buctails, Flick about Dry Flies, 
Niemeyer about Nymphs, Kpch about.;Midges, Schwiebert about 
Salmon Flies, Kreh about Saltwater flies, and more by Swisher! 
Richards, and Whitlock. We have a very limited supply of the hard
back ed. for $39.95. The paperback ed. is $17.95
MASTER FLY WEAVER, Grant, limited ed. $39.00
McCLANE‘S GREAT FISHING AND HUNTING LODGES OF 
NORTH AMERICA, $15.00
MISADVENTURES OF A FLY FISHERMAN, Hemingway. Only 
another fly fisherman will really appreciate this biography by Ernest’s 
son. $17.95
MONTANA TROUT FLIES, Grant, limited ed. $39.00 
NYMPHING, A BASIC BOOK, Borger. $14.95
OPEN SEASON, Humphrey. This selection of his writings includes 
My Moby Dick and The Spawning Run. In addition to the fly fishing 
stories there are a couple of hunting tales. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
$18.95
RIVER WHY?, Duncan. You’ll.never forget this book. $12.95 
STREAMERS AND BUCKTAILS, Bates. $19.95
TED WILLIAMS FISHING THE BIG THREE, nearly all fly fishing 
by this Hall of Famer for Atlantic salmon, tarpon, and bonefish. 
$15.95
TROUT BUM, Gierach. $19.95
TROUT FLIES, NATURALS AND IMITATIONS, Wetzel. $32.00

TROUT CHASERS JOURNAL by Tutiy Stroud. This diary for trout 
and salmon fishermen is not dated so you can take as many seasons as 
you like to fill it with memories of days astream. The color photos us
ed throughout are perfect as well as the short accompanying pieces. 
There are \ t e  pgs. in this 6 x 9 quality hardfock journal. I guarantee 
you will be satisfied. $14,95

TROUT FISHING IN NEW ZEALAND, Forrester. When, where 
and how to, guides, myths, and facts, fly fishing, other types of 
fishing and more. New. $12.95
TROUT ON A FLY. Lee Wulff shares with us what he has learned in 
nearly three-quarters of a century of angling: $15.95. I have limited 
supply of the signed and numbered limited edition of 500 for $89.00.
TYING AND FISHING TERRESTRIALS, Almy. These are new 
books with some scratches on dustjacket. Limited supply. $32.00
WADE A LITTLE DEEPER DEAR, Cooper & Hess, paperback. A 
womens introduction to fly fishing. $6.50
WIND ON YOUR CHEEK, Schaldach. Full color, full pg. paintings 
by the author plus drawings. Schaldach’s talents as a naturalist, 
tolerant student of human foibles, and a teller of some alarmingly tall 
tales are brought together in this book of fly fishing and upland 
shooting stories. Regularly $29.00. On sale for $19.00.

r w c M - p G s r p A in  ' !
Mail Order: send cheek, money order, or VISA/MasterCard informs» 
tion, PA residents add 6%. Out o f US add 2£Wo.
Phone Order: use your VlSA/MasterCard, You may call 8 a;m. to 8 
pan. EST Mon. thru Sat,
; PA |7(»1 717-243-9721
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when its time came. A cigar would be branching out 
from the |pp rne» f R n ^ B  mouth. Probably he did 
not actually smell like tobacco and bulrus« || and 
limestone mud and the pollen of;4%ry treeM  the 
mid-Atlanffitates^but that’s the waJIB^ memory of 
him smells:*

The sun, after a 3 2-hour day, would drop behind 
the tre|®S And giye us a few minut J lo f  evening. The 

-sulphur mayflies would float down the stream and 
Vince would get tyzp or three trouSincluding the 
best of the evening, which w | |  likely to be about 16 
inched long, a little thin, with a pink sheen along the 

Bides and big black spots: the old LetorCstrain, which 
always made Vince happm n the near-dark, his long, 
pale rod would flicker a few more timJg throwing 
line back high o jip  the greenery, dropping “puddle 
casts,” and perhaps bowing to another fish as a pair of 
late mallards whistled up the kjver: %

Vince won’t be on the Letort’s bank again but I 
haven’t a proper obituary in me. He was a private and 
compartmented person. He liked to talk about what 
was under a few of the lids and I made rio attempt to 
open the others, which may be one reason we got 
along. Some scholar will do a lot of research on 
Vincent Marinaro. He is as important a figure as 
American angling has had. What I have is a few years 
of memories that are sharp but disconnected, like 
film sequences Without a script.

INCE DID NOT WRITE two important 
^ b o o k s  just because he happened to be 

m  m  in the right place at the right time, 
M  M  though of course that helped. He did 

everything well, if he was interested in 
and worked at it until it was perfect. 

His second book (In  the Ring o f the Rise, New York, 
Crown, 1976) had pictures of rising brown 
trout that seemed impossibly good; if you 
didn’t know him, you would have to 
wonder what tricks he pulled. You 
might suspect that his 
photographs were akin 
to others the 
outdoor

magazinij usS fip  run, with fish performing faked 
leapISjBut Marinaro’s picturgS were as uncompro
mising ¿J| the man behind the camera. He set up 
blinds along the banks , of the upper Letort and ran 
c o u n tle S 'o llf tf  film through |||||) ld  Leica with the 
reflex housing. The trout were all stream-bred, un- 
Cdnfined, rising to natuM insectB The river was 
open to fishing, so anglers could and did try to catch 
those fish. j f  you have tried tor5e^K tort trout, let 
alone photograph them, you will understand the di
mensions of the problem.

Vince’s reputation, however, had been made by A 
Modern Dry Fly Code, first published in 1950. The 
worth of a book must be a matter of opinion, but I will 
not be isolated in suggesting that it was the first great 
innovative American work in its field. That field is 
fishing with flies that imitate natural insects. There 
were, or course, other good fishing books in Ameji^ 
can by 1950; there were even two excellent ones on 
imitative flies (byjennings and Flick). This, however; 
was a subject on which Vince and I did not agree, as I 
discovered when he went through a manuscript of 
mine in the mid-1970s. Jennings and Flick were hon
est and sound; they knew their trout and their natu
ral insects and, in my view, both men tied splendid 
floating flies in the traditional design. Vince, howev
er, had a low opinion of the Halfordian ( and Catskill) 
dry fly. For him there were no good traditional dry 
flies.

M AModernDryFly Code he reproached Skues f b || 
not having “emancipated” the dry fly as he did the 
wet. The Halfordian dry fly was, he thought, no more 
than a maladapted wet fly—so you can imagine his 
opinion of Americans who were using it in the mid- 
20th century.

R i l i
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The Code provided abundant and clear alterna
tiv es . Marinaro had rethought the design of the dry 

fly from head to tail. It is important, however, to be 
precise on what he did and did not do. In my view, he 
proposed more successful new dry-fly designs than 
any writer in history, by a wide margin. It is fair to sail 
that he did for the dry fly what Skues had done for the 
wet. At the same time, the Code was squarely within 
the great English-language tradition of fly fishing. It i$ ‘ 
impossible to think of the book being written in anf 
other language. (This is my opinion—not one that I 
recall d ^ ^ l |in g  with the author.) As between the 
English and American schools, he clearly found 
more guidance in the former. He collected English 
books,p |Sand tying materials. But within the great 
tradition he was an entrepreneur, not an adapter

Originality has its costs. Americans were still wait
ing for the great American novel long after S  had 
been published; the Code was similarly ahead of its 
time. A mutual friend told me the first edition was 
remaindered in Philadelphia for a dollar a copy. A 
few years later, before the new edlSon of 1970, the 
1950 edition was sold for a hundred times the re
maindered priced—which, of course, did nothing for 
the author’s bank account but must have made him 
feel better.

In the time I knew him, Vince was wary of the 
angling public, and of other authors too. Perhaps the 
Code's slow reception left a mark on him, but some
one who knew him in the ’50s will have to address 
that.

For me, at least, 1950 was the watershed year in 
American fly fishing. | |  the years since, other good 
books have appeared, and vast (though still very in
complete) work has been done on American trout- 
stream insects. There could have been no better 
model than Marinaro. He was a lawyer, and the Code 
made good case law: a book that could be argued 
before the court of anglers for decades without prov
ing flawed. Vince claimed nothing that he had not 
done, repeatedly. There were no evasive generalities 
to fail scrutiny. Sources got credit. If you open the 
book today for the first time, you will have no feeling 
that you are reading something dated. Everything in 
it works, and always will.

ERHAPS VINCJ§( like Skues;) left a list 
somewhere |p f  the contributions 
that he considered important. IfsHffl 
haven’t seen it and will not attempt a 
comprehensive list here. But Con
sider some of the innovations in the

mode:

[H Divided tails. (This was an important advance. 
Divided tails help greatly in persuading a winged 
fly to land and float in the correct position. As far 
as I know, Viiice the first who thoroughly 
understood the role of tails in the dry ffiB

□  The “thorax’’ tie, with hackles wound well back 
from the eye of the hook and a thorax formed in 
front of them. (Since 1950, manmther. mayfly 
designs have adopted this principle.) ,

□  An arrangement of hackles designed to make the 
fly float flat or slightly nose-down on the water, 
like a real mayfly. ( Marinaro fjoriginal design il| 
still used but is difficult to fife, and many,succes 
sors use easier designs.)

□  A series of terrestrial flies, including an ant with 
hackle in the center of the body, ajassid, an inno
vative grasshopper, and a beetle. (Em not clear as 
to precedents for all of these flies, but it-is: certain 
that Marinaro played a major role and that his 
book gave most American anglers the idea of fish
ing with terrestrials.)

INCE DID A LIFETIME of angling re
search but did not publish frequently, 
and most of his occasional articles 
reappeared as chapters in his second 
book. I am aware of only three other 
pieces of published writing: one in 

Outdoor Life, one/iq the first volume of Fly Fisher
man, and the foreword to my 1982 book. Perhaps 
other pieces will turn up. I t c l e a r ,  though, that 
everything he did will get attention from historians, 
so I should say a little more about the foreword. It 
taught me some things about him.

Most of his contributions had already been 
made—via the Code—before he saw my manuscript 
on the design of trout flies. Of the 38 designs I listed, 
three were completely Marinaro and seven others 
had been heavily influenced by him. Even that count 
excludes the impact of his V-tail, which improves 
almost any dry fly.

To my surprise, Vince had little to say about thJf 
actual designs I had described or their Origins. He 
must have disagreed on some points (like the useful
ness of the traditional dry fly), but not on the facts. 
On style he had important, though not detailed, sug
gestions. “Never give readers moritthan one thought 
per page,” he counseled. Several times he opined 
that too much reasoning was packed into a page or a 
chapter. The chapter hfe seemed to like best was the 
first, on the importance of listening to trout.^I later 
made the other chapters more like the f irs t^ g  

He clearly liked the idea of assessing a wide range 
of ̂ feigns. (He had not done so, nor had he used the 
term “design,” though he was our greatest fly design-
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Tfl^arinaro found graphite 
rods lacking in soul, 

repulsive, almost slimy to the 
touch. He objected to 

overwhelming trout with 
technology.

er.)|® S , Vince could be counted on for a brutally 
frank ciftique, whichis all I had sought, but his reac
tion encouraged me to ask for a foreword. He 
thought about this for months, and worried aloud. I 
suppose he knew that a blessing would be important 
to me, though we did not discuss that. What he said 
was that he had been asked to read a number of 
manuscripts over the years and had announced a 
policy of no forewords. If he did one now, he would 
make other authors unhappy, ffit was perhaps the 
only time I heard him express concern about step
ping on toes.) But he said he’d think about it, and 
when he decided to go ahead, he did so with a gener
osity that was also typical.

He seemed to feel a continuing responsibility for 
the book after its publication. When we went fishing, 
he would give me new ideas and bits of information 
that he had collected. On our last trip of1985, he told 
me of his surprise in finding a 1966 book (by W H. 
Lawrie) which used the term -‘design” and analyzed 
traditional wet flies in design terms. That discovery 
gave me a chance to rectify an oversight before myl 
second edition.

Isuppose that if he had not chosen to put so much 
of his p it^ llectual energy into fishing, lawyer 
Marinaro would have enjoyed being a judge.

■
 HERE ARE A LOT of bamboo rods I 
have not handled, but of thosed have! 
the ones Vince made were the best. 

S ie y  started, at the long end, with a 
double-handed salmon rod. His per
sonal favorite was a 9-foot, 3-piec|§4- 

ounce rod for a 6-weight line. (He was unable to 
wade much because of his hip, so he wanted a long 

rod to clear the bank foliage.) My favorites were the 
8- and «^footers, which weighed about two-thirds 
as much as my own rods—and cast better. Then there 
was the 6-foot rod for a ¡¡¡weight line. It weighed^ 
Vince said, just under an ounce, and it was a real 
fishing tool, not a toy like the old Leonard “Baby; 
Catskill.” We proved this pointwith long, easy casts 
under the apple tree.

The tapers appealed to me even more than the

/yMghtSv-Correct rod tapers, for Marinaro, were not a 
matter of individual preference: there were specific 
tasks that the rod had to perform well or it was simply 
a bad rod. But if you have read In  the Ring o f the Rise, 
you will know that Vince was uncharacteristically 
evasive about dimensions. If asked, he would say he 
did not want anyone making bad rods from hiSibon- 
vex tapers,lind the other tricks of the trade were as 
Pnportant as the dimensions ill thousandths of an 
inch. I know that he was unhappy because no rod- 
maker with an adequate milling machine had eyer 
asked him to put rods in production. (V in || used 
planing forms only because he had no alternative.) 
He would not sell individual rods because he didn’t 
wantto “sella $10,000design for $1000.” It was one 
subject on which we argued.

urged him to put what he knew about rod-build
ing in a book, because it was getting to be difficult 
enough to make bamboo rods that would hold their 
own against the synthetics, and he should not let the 
best designs disappear without a ripple. Vince did 
not write the book, but I still hope that his tapers and 
notes will be made available to rod-builders.

LY FISHING HAS BEEN described as 
an intellectual passion, and there are 
few people who have proved it more 
thoroughly than Vince Marinaro. He 
figured out how to braid horsehair 
lines, using an authentic gadget he 

found at a flea market. He reconstructed
the old British North Country flies, taking pains to 
find authentic materials. (Who else had dotterel 
feathers?) But Vince’s passions had nothing to do 
with price or prestige. I heard him expr||s  admira
tion for a few books, a rooster’s cape with silver- 
colored hackles^Some pld Hardy silk lines, one or 
two Partridge hooks, good double-barreled shot
guns, a rod by Tom Maxwell, Impair of hackle pliers. 
“That’s the only good pair of hackle pliers I ever saw,” 
he said.

The list of things he did not like was longer b u | 
expressed with equal frankness if anyone asked. He 
held conventional wisdom in such disregard that 
some interlocutors found him unsettling. In addi
tion to Halfordian flies, he disliked:
□  Many prestigious bamboo rods, especially if they 

had stiff butts or soft middles.
Q  All graphite rods. (He found them lacking in soul, 

repulsive, “almqst slimy” to the touch, and got so 
that he would not willingly walk into a shop 
where he had to look at them. But, at an earlier 
stage, he once admitted that an Orvis 9-foot, 3- 
inch graphite rod for a 6-weight line cast well. As 
the years went on, Vince increasingly objected to 
overwhelming trout with modern technology.) 

Q  Rivers (or grouse covers) with lots of people on 
them.

□  Writers who attract crowds by publicizing indi- 
 ̂Vidual streams. (But for friends who could keep

their mouths shut, he was generous in sharing 
knowledge of the best streams in Pennsylvania.)

□  Most fishing books.
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In connection with the latter dislike, Vince once 
objected when I expressed a high opinion of a well 
known author and fly tier. Vince had visited the Au 
Sable River in Michigan with this man and found him 
“fishing the water” (casting at random rather than to 
rising fish) at a time when there were visible rises to 
cover. I didn’t know enough to press the point, but IJ 
wondered whether the other angler could see rising 
trout as well as Marinaro, whose eyesight was keen 
until the end.

The Code made clear what kind of fishing Vince 
liked best. He was not, however, a dry fly purist. On 
one of our last trips to the Letort, he experimented 
with old-fashioned wet flies on little double hooks. I 
don’t recall seeing him nymph-fishing. One day, 
though, I was fishing a little beetle upstream and wet, 
just like a Skues-style nymph, and Vince invited me 
to try two small Letort fish that had refused his dry fly. 
He seemed delighted when they took the beetle. I 
think he enjoyed filing that away as another angling 
problem solved.

It was easy to know when Vince was not pleased. 
You can be sure that I did not “pollute the water” (his 
term) with plastic rods when we went fishing 
together.

MONG THE OTHER mysteries of life 
on which I sought his advice was the 
relationship between women and 
field sports, fie  told me that his 
wife—he called her “Mom”—had 
gone fishing with him exactly ojlbel 

early in their marriage. But she never objected when, 
several evenings a week, he rushed home from the 
office and out to the Letort. When he returned late at 
night, she always had a good meal ready for him and 
any friend he brought along ( and to this lean testify ). 
She was “a real fisherman’s wife,” he said; when she 
died in 1978, he floated lower in the water.

About then I started driving up to Mechanicsburg 
on Friday evenings, occasionally, and sleeping over 
so that we could make a start before dawn for the 
Tricorythodes fishing. It’s hard to believe that Vince 
actually discovered this hatch. Taking the country as 
a whole, the llricos must now be the most important 
mayflies that American anglers have—and we didn’t 
even know they existed before Marinaro’s article of 
July 1969 in Outdoor Life\ It was the angling equiv
alent of Columbus’̂ discovery ofg492. If anglers 
instead of entomologists decided these things, we 
would change the name of the genus to Marinarus.
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Vince took pleasure in the Tricos right through his 
last summer in 1985. In July he showed me an origi
nal Trico spinner design that he considered the best; 
ever. He also explained exactly how to fish for trout 
“ gulping® thie tiny flies—and why a bamboo rod 
worked better than anything els^Jiir the purpose.

Afterjtj|fe hatch we’d go back to 600 East Marble 
Street for lunch. He would never let me stop at a 
restaurant. His food was still good, but the Winesap 
tree hadn’t been pruned and windfalls covered the 
yard. There was still a swath of mowed grass for cast
ing. Inside the house there were paths between piles 
of waders, long-handled wading nets, fishing bags, 
rod cases, guns, and fly-tying gear. On the wall was a 
sconce with three unburned candles drooping in 
the heat: one bending like a rod on the backcast, one 
near surrender, and one limp. Near this were a Trout 
Unlimited Limestoner award and a plaque from the 
Theodore Gordon Flyfishers, for Vince’s contribu
tion to the literature. He must have felt good about 
these, but he’d have been embarrassed ilfflhad men
tioned them. It was, however, open season on his fly 
boxes, and I could prowl through them as much as I 
liked.

Then we’d go scout some streams, desultorily, and 
some doves, seriously. Vince would shake his head 
when he saw the traffic jam on the Yellow Breeches. 
For the last couple of years, he wasn’t willing to face 
that horde of anglers even to fish the white fly, which 
he considered a better spectacle than the Tricos. He 
had worked hard to get catch-and-release regula
tions on some of the limestone spring creeks, but 
now he preferred to fish elsewhere—without so 
many trout, perhaps, but also without so many 
anglers. Besidesjie said, he liked to eat a trout now 
and then.

He got more pleasure from the doves. After open
ing day in September, the hunting would get as 
crowded as the fishing, but in July the birds still whis
tled around, a reminder of the times when you could 
get two cock pheasants in any cornfield and Cedar 
Run still had trout in » -

To my knowledge, Vince did not write about hunt
ing, but he liked it as much as fishing; indeed, he 
seemed to draw no line between the two. By the time 
Hknew him, however, he walked so slowly that my 
dog found our huntingirips puzzling. I remember 
creeping through one woodcock covert, full of good 
smells, while Trooper ran back and forth in front of 
us, and back and forth, and back and forth. No covert 
has ever been covered like that one.

On a dove stand, however, legs did not matter 
much, and Vince was a good shot. The first time we 
tried it, he uncased a vintage Remington Model 32. It 
was the first single-triggered double gun I had seen 
with instant, effective barrel selection—by means ofl 
a custom Miller trigger—and it seemed typical om 
him to have worked out that problem too.

S WE DROVE DOWN a July road very 
slowly, Vince shot every dove that 
crossed—with his forefinger Any| 
shotgunner would have enjoyed cal
culating the leads. An incomer would 
slip by at that peculiar angle which 

makes doves tricky and Vince would go “bang!”! 
cackling like a nine-year-old slaying dragons. Vince 
spotted more doves than I did. “Bang!” he’d exultl 
‘You sure missed that one!”

It’s my other favorite memory. Vince crossed the 
last iron bridge on March 2 I t 986. The limestone 
country will remember him for a long time.
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Casts Under 
The Apple Tree
By Datus C. Proper
With Illustrations byJon Q. Wright

He is as im portant a figure 
as American angling has 
had  -  he was an American 
original.

A  T  incent^SM arinaro’s house was 
V at 600 East Marble S tjlet in 

Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania, but he 
lived on the banks of the Letort Spring 
Run. At iea|t, he seemed to live thdnfi 
during the summers I knew hinwtart- 
ing in 1971. If wmpent an hour or so in 
the house before fishing, it was because 
the tackle was stored theifflA big Wine- 
sap treigshaded the back porch, and 
Vine® rods had been planed from 
bamboo strips in that small, screened 
room. Usually we’d tak$|one of the 
finiified rods, or two or three*out o f t  
batteredpflthef case which, he said, 
“had been over a lot of iron bridges. »  
I’d hold the screen door open carefully 
so the tips wouldn’t snag. Then we’d 
¡BBg: on the lawn as the sun dropped?;!; 
Vince would compliment the old treJ | 
for setting IS crop of appl® that would 
do him and his wife all winter. I’d 
.compliment him on his rods, whicli was 
easy. He wouldn’t compliment mineg 
but he would allow that one French rod 
might get the job doriH And then we’d 
go and do the job.

On the banks of the Letort, Vince 
Marinaro took root like a gray-barked 
hickory stump. He fit there as wood
cock fit in alder bottoms and brown 
trout fit unde! dots of elodea. Part of it 
was that Vince moved slowly in his later
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NORTHW EST 
FISH IN G  ADVENTURES

Drift Fish Washington’s Olympic 
Peninsula Rivers for Fall Salmon 
and W inter Steelhead — 
October 15th - April 15th.

•  Two Anglers per Boat

•  Fly Fishermen Welcome

•  Lodging and Meal Packages 
Available

•  Summer Charters for Salmon 
and H alibu t in Southeast 
Alaska’s Glacier Bay Area.

Craig & Mele Forgaard 
P.O. Box 295 

Beaver, WA 98305 
(206) 374-3154

SALMON • BROWN TROUT
GUIDE SERVICE 

Fish the Pere Marquette 
The Midwest’s Finest River 

For Details Contact
Christa & Robert Nicholson

Rte. 3, Box 3282, Baldwin, Ml 49304
616-745-4401

TROPHY RAINBOW, SALMON, HALIBUT, 
GRAYLING -  SPIN OR FLY FISHING

Stay in a corrj»rtable rustic lodge and fish with 
A laska’s dedicated and knowledgeable guides. 

Write or call for free brochure.
Alaska’s Bear Trap Lodge 

P.O. Box 963 
Soldotna, Alaska 99669 

(907) 262-7409

ALASKA ANGLING 
ADVENTURES

We specialize in Salmon (5 species), Grayling, Rain
bow and Dolly Varden fishing. Float fish or fly in to 
superb stream and lake fishing in beautiful country. 
Excellent camps & meals. Fully outfitted and guided. A 
Fly Fisherman’s dream.

MAX SCHWAB, Reg. Guide 
P.O. Box 295B, Talkeetna, AK 99676 

Tel. (907) 733-2681

MONTANA 
WILDERNESS 
FISHING
Fish the high mountain lakes and streams 
of the Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness 
for Golden, Cutthroat, Rainbow, Brook 
TVout and Greyling.
Come Enjoy a Wilderness 
Horseback Experience

H & H OUTFITTERS 
Dave & Becki Harrington 

Box 632, Lincoln, MT 59639 
(406) 362-4581

ALASKA WILDERNESS FLOAT TRIPS 
FLORIDA KEYS FLATS FISHING

ADVENTURES • ALASKA

"The Best o f Both "
WRITE OR CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE 

Bus Bergmann
6598 FRUITLAND AVE., DEPT. T 
ATWATER, CALIFORNIA 95301 

(209) 358-4576

BRISTOL BAY REGION
Experience Alaska’s great fishing for rainbow trout, salmon, char, grayling, 
etc. Exclusively “catch and release”fly fishing from “on- 
camps and guided world-class float trips.
For your real Alaskan 
experience please contact: Dave Egdorf

Box 773
Livingston, MT 59047 
406 • 222 • 0451

the-spot” river

■ H
I I dave EGDORF’S ^  

.Z w E STERN ALASKÄV
ZlSPORT FISHING A
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years, because of a bad hip. I’d thrash 
my way through a mile of ragweed with
out seeing® rise?'- nothing rises in the 
Letort while the June sun is still hojpB 
and then I’d thrash back, sneezing, and 
see Vince planted in the riverbank 
reeds, rod sticking up like a flowering 
Bern and eyil sharp on the wrinkle of 
the current whergla fish would show 
when its timB cameeiA cigar would be 
branching out w orn theB orner of 
Vince’s mouth. Probably he did not 
actually smell like tobacco and bul
rushes and limestone mud and the 
pollen of elfey treBin the mid-Atlanti(j 
states, but that’s the way my memory of 
hjtm smells.

The sun, after a 32-hour day, would 
drop behind the trees and give u S  few 
minutes of evening. Thellsulphur 
mayflies would flOat down theatre am 
and Vince would get two or thrm  trout, 
including the best of th^^Bning, which 
was likely to be about 16 inches long, a 
little thin, with a pink sheen along the 
sides and big black spots: the old Letort 
strain, which always made Vince happy. 
In the near-dark, his long, pale rod 
would flicker a few more times, throw
ing line back high over the', greenery! 
dropping “puddle casts,” and perhaps 
bowing to another fish as a pair of late 
mallards whistled up the river.

Vince won’t be on thlgLetorM bank 
again but I haven’t a proper obituary in 
mie. He’ was a private and com part- 
men ted person. He liked to talk about 
what was under a few of the lids and I 
made no attempt to open the others,1 
which may be one realign we got along. 
Some scholar will do a lot of research 
on VinBnt Marinaro. He is as impor
tant a figure as American angling has 
had. What I havens a few years of 
memories that are sharp but discon- 
nffited, like film sequenw^withoul B  
script.

Vince did not write two important 
books just because he happened to be 
in the right place at the rightSime, 
though of !«urse-that helped. He did 
everything well, if he was interes|ig| in 
it, and worked at it until it was p||S|lct. 
His second book (In the Ring of the Rise, 
New York, Grown, 1976) had pictures 
of rising brown trout that seemed im
possibly good; if you didn’t know hi m l 
you would haw  to wonder what tricks 
he pulled. You might suspect that his 
photographs wefe akin to others the 
outdoor magazines used to run, with

fish performing faked leaps. But 
Marinaro ’ s pictures were as uncompro
mising as the man behind the cam of | |  
Hefset up blinds along the banks of the 
u pperK to rt and ran counde|s roll™f 

Elm  through his old L e i»  with the 
refleip housing. T h I! trout were all 
stream-bred, unconfiried,; rising to 
natural insects. The river was open to 
fishing, so anglers could and did try to 
catch those fish. If you have tried toi$|j£ 
Letort trout, let alone photograph thern^ 
you will understand the dimensions of 
the problem.

Vince?s reputation, however, had 
H fcn made by A Modem Dry Fly Code, first 
published in 1950. The worth of a book 
must be a matter of opinion, but I will 
not be isolated in suggesting that it was 
the first great innovative American work 
in its field. That »eld is fishing with flies 
that imitate natural insects. There were, 
of course, other good fishing books in 
America by 1950; there were even two 
excellent ; ones on imitative flies e(by 
Jennings and Flick). This, however, was 
a subject on which Vince and 1 did not 
agreBj as I discovered when he went
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through a'manuscript of mihfSn th4- 
mid-1970s||[ennings and Flick \§ |B  
honest and sound; they knew their trout 
and their natural inffifs and, in mm 
viewy both men tied splendid floating 
figs in the traditional design. Vincei 
hoypver, had a low opinion pf th4 
Halfprdian (and (Jafkkill) dry fly; For 
him th if^ p ffe  no good traditional; dry 
fliel||lf

In A Modem Dry Fly Code he re l 
proached Skull for not having?eman- 
cipSed” the dry fly as he did the wet. 
The Halfordian dry fly was, he thought! 
no m o r| than a maladapted wet flygso 
you can imagine his opinion of Ameri
cans who were using it in the mid-20th 
fentury. provided abundant
and clear alternative Marinaro had re l 
thought the dllign of the dry fly from 
head to tail. It is important, however, to 
be precise on what he did and did not 
do. In my y i® || he proposed more 
successful new dry-fly designs than an\|? 
writer in histoyy, by a wide margin. It is 
fair to say that he did for the dry fly what 
Skues had done for the wdggAt the same 
time, the Code was squarely within the 
great English-language tradition of fly 
fishing. It is impossible to think of thJI 
book being written in ahy other lan
guage (This is my opinioiS- not one 
that I recall discussing with the au
thor.) As between they English and 
American schools, he clearly found 
more guidance in the former. He col
lected English books, flies, and tying 
mafSrials. But within the great tradi
tion he was an entrepreneur, not an 
adapter.

Originality has its cdft^ Americans 
were still waiting for the great Ameri
can novel long after it had been pub
lished; the Code was similarly ahead of 
its time. A mutual friend told me the 
first edition was remaindered in Phila
delphia for a dollar a copy. A few years 
later, beforeufie new edition of 19701

the 1950 edition wiki sold for a hundred 
times t h émainde^éd price|r- which! 
of cpjgiil, did no thing, for the author’s 
bank^jpcount but must have made him 
feel better,

In the time I knew him, Vince was 
wary of the angling public, and of other 
authors top. Perhaps the Code’$slow 
reception left a mark on him, but 
someone who knew him in the ’50s will 
h aw  to address; thaSR 

For me, at leastM950 was the water
shed ̂ a r  in American flyfishing. In the 
years since¿ other good books have 
appeared, and vast (though still very 
incomplete! work hafcbpen doné, on 
American trout stream insets. Théggj 
could haK been no betfir model than 
Marinaro. He was a lawyer, and the Code 
made good case law: a book that could 
be argued before the court of anglers 
for decades without proving flawed, 
Vince claimed nothing that he had not 
done, repeatedly. There were no eva
sive generalitiéijto fail scrutiny. Source^ 
got credit. If you open the book todaJ| 
for the first timéjyou will havff nojfeel- 
ing that you are reading something 
dated. Everything in it works, and al
ways will.

Perhaps Vinc#|(like Skues) left a list 
somewhere pf the contributions that 
he ̂ pnsidered important. Jfso, I haven’1 
seen it and will not attempt a compre
hensive list here. But consider some of 
the innovations in the Code.

• Divided tails. (This was an impor
tant advance Divided tails help 
greatly in persuading a winged fly 
to land and f lo r in  the correct po
sition. As far á¿yl know, Vince was 
the first who thoroughly under
stood the role of tails in the dry fly.

• The “thorax” tie, with h a c k in g  
wound well back from the ey8;^f 
the hook and a thorax formed in 
front of them. (Since 1950, many||f
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other mayfly designs have adopted 
this principle, f:

• An arrangement of hackles de
signed to make theBy float flat or 
slightly nose-down on the'water«

IBlke a real mayfly. ( Marinaro’s Origi
nal design is sfili used but is difficult 

(|^|o ticygand many sutcSlOfs usé% 
'̂ BfèiSìér designsjfejgf
• A series o f terrestrial flie$ginclud- 

ing an ant with hackljln  th J |e n te r  
of the body, a jassid, an innovativ^B

^grasshopper, andRgMtle. (I’m 
not clear as to prJfedents for all qjf|* 
theSo h i®  but it is ggrtain that 
Marinaro played a major role and 
that his book gave most American 
anglSs the id ||fp f  fishing with ter- 

>.e fStrials.)

Vince did^a lifetime of angling reg 
search but did not publish frequentlyi 
and most of his occasional articles reap
peared aUthapters in his second book.
I am aware of only thrffiother pieces of 
published writing: one in Outdoor Life, 
one in the first volume of Fly Fisherman^ 
and the foreword to myM982 book. 
Perhaps oth® pieces will turn up. It is 
clear, though, xh tf everything he did 
will get attention from historians, So I 
should s | |  a little more about the fore
word. It taught me some things about 
him.

Most of his%ontributions had already 
been madRfivia the Code -  before he 
saw my manuscript on the;;de$ign of 
trout flies. Of the 38 designs I listed, 
three were completely Marinaro and 
seven others had been heavil|| 
influenced by him. Even that count 
Excludes the impact of his V-tail, which 
improves almost any dry 

To my surprised Vinjgl had little to say 
about the actual designs I had d^cribed 
or their origins. He must have disagreed 
on some points (like the usefulness of 
the traditional dry fly), but not on the

facts. On style he had important, though 
not detailed, suggestions|f‘jNfever gives 
readers more than one thought per 
pa§f|i\;he counseled. Several times hm 
opined that too much reasoning was 
packed into a pai|§ or ©chapter. The 
chapter be seemed to like best was the 
■first, on the importance of listening to 
trout. (I later made the othei||hapters 
mofcïtkie the firsmM 

He!flearly liked the idea of dressing 
a wide rang<S|bf designHj (He had not 
done S<% nor had he used theijerm 
“design, ” though h e p fi our greatest fly 
dçSignér. Nôw, Vincw&uldbe counted 
on for a brutally frank critique, which is 
all I had sought, but his reaction en
couraged rn tto  ask for a foreword. He 
thought about this for months, and 
worried aloud. I suppMS he knew that 
a hissing would be important to me,

though we did not discuss that. What 
hefsaid was that he had been aslgfd to 
read a number of manuscripf|iover thJ| 
B ars and had announRd^a pohc||dp 
no forewords. If he did one now, hd) 
would make other authors unhappy. 
(It was perhaps the only time I heard 
him expre^^ffiicern about slipping; 
on ¡¡¡¡B  But he said he’d think about 
it, and when he decided to go ahf§id| 
he did so with a generosity th^fwas also 
typical.

He seemed to ij|el a^ontinuing ral

sponsibility for the book after its publi
cation. When we wenf joshing, he would 
give me new ide& fnd bits of informa
tion that he had collected. Our last trip 
of 198§^he told rn^of his surprisglin 
finding a 1966 book (by W.H. Lawriei; 
which used the BrmffiSHign^yand 
anJlS fd  traditional v&t f liS  in design 
Rrms. That discoverygavlfiie a chances 
to Sctify an oversight before my 'sfc-'. 
ond edition.

I suppose that if he had not choS^n to 
put so much of his intellectual1 eKfgy 
into fishing, lawyer Marinaro would 
h ^ g e n jS e d  being a judgJW

Thgf e are a ljqt of bafnboo rods I have 
not handled, but of tholeH havii the 
one?| Vince made were the besjg T h ||| 
started^it the long end, with a doublel 
handed salmon rod. His personal fh- 
|p |i te  was a 9-f^tj3-piew l-ounce rod

for a 6-weight lincS(He was unabl#to 
wade much because iof his hip, so he 
wanted a dong rod to clear the bank 
foliage.) My favorites were the 8 -and 
71! footers, which weighed about two- 
third^ H  much 5$ myM>wn rods £» and 
ja s t beffjtr. Then thertwas the 6-foot; 
rod fogfa 3-weight line. It weighed! 
Vince said, just u n d S  aq ounce, and it 
was a real fishing tool, nqffl toy like th4 
old Leonard “Baby Catskill. ” We proved 
this point with long, easy easts under 
theggpple treey

Marinaro found graphite rods lacking in 
soul, repulsive, almost slimy to the .
He objected to overwhelming trout with 
technology.
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The tapers appealed to m m « !  more 
than the weights. Corr^M rod tapers!

Marinaro, were not a matter of 
individual pfeferenBW there were 
specific tasks that the rod had to per
form tyell or it was simply a bad c®d. But 
if you have read In the Ring of the Rise, 
you willknow that Vince wias uncharacr 
teristically evasive, about dimensions. IT 
^Hed,he would say he did n i t  wan! 
anyone^ making bad rods from his 
convex tapefsMnd the other tricks of 
thefcadgj were as important as the 
dimensions in thousandths of an inch.
I knew that he was unhappy because no 
rodmaker with an adequate milling 
machine had^^Hr asked him to put 
rods in production. (Vingl used plan
ing forms only because he had no alter
native.) He would not|gell individual 
rods because he didn’t want to “§ell J| 
$10,000 design f o ® |?000.” It was ondy 
subject on which we argued.

I urged him to put what he knew 
about rod-building in a book bq^^se it 
was getting to be difficult enough to 
make bamboo rods that would hold 
their own against the synthetics, and tidi 
should not let the best designs disap
pear without a ripple. Vince did no|| 
write the book, but I still hope that h i i  
tapers and notM will Ip. made available 
to rod-builders.

Fly-fishing has been desdfibed as an 
intellectual passion, and there are few 
people who have p rof|d  it more thor
oughly than Vince Marinaro. He figured 
out how to braid horsehair line-Sj using 
an authentic gadget he found at a fl;|a 
market. He reconstructed thfipld Brit
ish North Country flies, taking pains to 
find authentic materials. (Who else had 
dotterel feathe^lj) But Vince’s passions 
had nothing tS  do with price or pres- 
tig®I heard him express admiration 
for%T#v books, a rooster’̂ cape with 
silver-colored hackles, some old Hard]» 
silk lines»ne or two Partridge hooks!

good double-barreled shotguns, a rod 
by T om Maxwell, a pair ofhackle pliers. 
“That’s the only good pair of hackle 
pliers liever saw ||he said.

The list of things he did not like was 
longer but expressed with equal frank
ness if anyone asked. He held conven
tional wisdom in such disregard that 
some interlocutors found him unset
tling. In addition to Halfordian flies, he 
disliked:

• Many prestigious bamboo rodsglspe- 
.cially if they had stiff butts or soft 
m idd lJ |||l

• All graphite rods. (He found them 
lacking in foul, repulsiflB‘almost 
‘slim)gfo touch, and got so that h ^ fl 
would not willingly walk into ¿¿shop 
where he had to look at them. But, at 
an earliotystage, he once admitted 
that an Orvis 9-foolj;3-inch graphite 
rod for a 6-weight line cast well. As 
the years went on, Vince increasingly 
objected to overwhelming trout with 
modern technology.)

• Rivers (or grouse coverts) with lots bfl 
people on them.

• Writers who attract crowds by publi
cizing-individual streams. (But for 
friends who could kffep their mouths; 
shut, he was generous imsharing 
knowledge of the best .streams in 
Pennsylvania.)

• Most fishing books.

In connection with the latter dislike, 
Vince once objected wljSn I exprelted 
lihhigh opinion of a well known author 
and fly tier. Vince had visited the Au 
Sable River in Michigan with this man 
and found him “fishing the watery 
(casting at random rather than to ris
ing fish) at a time when there weife 
visibly risq|§ to ¡¿over. I didn’t know 
enough to prcWs the point, but I won
dered whether the other angler could 
¥ee ||iMng trout" S|| well K¿Marinaro,.
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whose eyesight was keen until th^end.
The Code made clear what kind of 

fishing Vince liked best. He was not, 
however, a dry fly purist. On one | |f  our 
last trips to the Letort, he experimented 
with old-fashioned wet flies on little 
double hooks. I don’t recall s§|ing him 
nymph-fishingv One day, though, I was 
fishing a little beetle upstream and wet, 
just like a Skues-style nymph, and Vince 
invited me to try two small Letort fish 
that had refused his dry fly. He seemed 
delighted when they took th ||b ee tl^ I  
think he enjoyed filing that away as 
another angling problem solved.

It was easy to know when VinlJ was 
not pleased. You can be sure that I did

not “pollute the water” (his term) with 
plastic rods when we went fishing to
gether.

Among the other mysteries of life-on 
which I sought his advice was the rela
tionship between women and the field 
sports. He fold me that his wife -  h J  
called her “Mora’g- had gone fishing; 
with him exactly on®, early^m their 
marriage. But she nev<pobjfited whenH 
|i«eral evenings a week, he rushed 
home from the office and out to thej 
ifetort. When he rgurned  lafe^n igh ti 
she always had a good m eal^Sdy for> 
him and any friend he brought along 
(and to thiB can testify). She was “0ieal 
fishermanH wife,” he said; wheix she

died in 1978, h Ilf loafed lower in the 
■uffifef. ■

About then I started driving pp to 
Mechanidsburg on F rida^  eveningly 
oMasionally, and sleeping over s&that 
we eould make a start before dawn for 
the Tricorythodes fishing. It’s hard gjÿg 
believe that Vinm virtually Æ ÿ^^raed 
this h ^ K . Taking the country as á 
whqMthe Tricqs must now be the most 
important mayflfM that ̂ American 
anglers have -  and we didn’tigyfen know 
theiiexisRd before M arinaras articltl 
of July 19 6ff in, Ou tdoor Lifem 11 was th Jj 
angling equivalent of ÇqlumbuÆMis- 
covery of 1492. If anglegf i n * a d ^ l  
entomologies d ilided  these things, we
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would change the name of the genus to 
Mannarus.
¡w ince; took pleasure in the Tricosv 
right through his last summer in 1985. 
In July he showed me an original Trico 
spinner design that he considered the 
be soever. He a ls || explainedlixactly 
how to fish for trouMgulping” the tiny,., 
flies -  and why a bamboo rod worked 
be tM than  anything else for thgjpur- 
p o S H

After the hatch we’d go back to .600 
^ |t§ t Marble Street for lunch. He would 
never let melts top at a restaurant. H ip 
food was still goody but the winesap twmm 
hadn’t been pruned and windfalls 
covered the yard. Theréwas still a swath 
of mowed grass for casting. Inside thè 
house there were paths between piles 
of waders, long-handled wading nets, 
fishing bags, rod cases, guns, and fly- 
tying gear. On the wall was acconce 
with threliunburned candles drooping 
in the heat; one bending like a rod on 
the backcast, one near surrender^ and 
one limp. Near this were a Trout Un
limited Limestoner award and a plaque 
from the Theodore Gordon Fmshers, 
for Vince’£ contribution to the litera
ture. He must have felt good about 
these, but he’d have been embarrassed 
if I had mentioned them. It was, how
ever, open season on his fly boxes, and 
lijbuld prowl through them as much as 
Hiked.

Then we’d g o ‘scout some streams, 
desultorily, and some doves, seriously^ 
Vince would shake his head when he, 
saw the traffic jam on the Yellow 
Breeches; For the last couplfgof years, 
he wasn’t willing to face that horde of 
anglers even to fish the white fly, which 
he considered a better sp^ltacle than 
the Tricos. He had worked hard to get 
catch-and-release regulations on some 
of the limestone spring efeeks, but now 
he preferred to fish elsewhere -  with
out so many trout, perhapspbut also

without so . many angfœ . Besides, hlg 
said, hH liked to eaç a trout now and 
then.

He got more pleasure from the doves. 
After opening damjrf September, the 
hunting would get as crowded as thé;" 

mshing, but inJuHthe birds still whistled 
around, a reminder of the times when 
you could get tw fe ^ k  pheasants in anÿj 
cornfield and Cedar Run still had trout 
in it.

To m|§ knowledgeAfincJjdid not 
write about hunting, but he liked it as 
much S  fishing; indeed, he seemed to 
draw no line between the two. By the 
time I knew him, hoWiffej, he walked sO; 
slowly that my dog found our hunting 
trips puzzling. I remember creeping 
through orië^woodcock cavert, full of 
good smelly while Trooper ran back 
and forth in front of uft^and back and 
forth, and back and forth. No covert 
has, ever been covered like that^one^ ÿ

On a dove stand, however, legs did 
not matter much, and Vince was a good 
shot. The first time we tried it, he un
cased a vintage Remington Model 32. It 
was. the first single-triggered double^ 
gun I had seen with instant, effective 
barrel selection -  by means of a custom 
Miller trigger -  and it seemed typical of 
him to have worked out that problem 
too.

As we drove down a July road very 
slowly,' Vince shot every dovéy that 
crossed -  with his forefinger. Any shot- 
gunner would have enjoyed calculat
ing the leads. An incomer would slip by 
at that peculiar angle which makes doves 
tricky and Vince would go “bang! Srack- 
ling like a nine-year-old slaying drag
on^! Vince spotted more doves than I 
did. “Bang!” he’d exult. “You surg 
missed that o n ^ S

It’s my other favorite memory. Vince 
crossed the last iron bridge on March 2, 
1986. The limestone country will re
member him for a long tim ||
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About 1925 words Datus Proper
1085 Hamilton Road 
Belgrade, MT 59714 

(406) 388-3345

Introduction

A Modern Dry Fly Code opened a half-century during which 
anglers would proliferate, equip themselves amply, and absorb 
great blocks of Vincent Marinaro's original thinking into 
conventional wisdom. And yet after all that, his work still seems 
innovative. You read it today and find that life is just catching 
up.

In 1950, when the first edition was published, American fly
fishing remained intensely (because unwittingly) provincial 
Every dry fly for trout sold by a major mail-order firm**' still 
followed Frederic Halford's 1886 British designs. Patterns with 
names like Iron Blue, Blue Dun, and Cowdung imitated insects that 
do not exist in America. There was one unlikely caddisfly in the 
catalogue and one possible stonefly. There were no spent 
spinners, no terrestrial imitations, no hooks smaller than size 
14, and not a single fly likely to deceive a trout in the Letort 
Spring Run.

1. The Orvis catalogue, 1959 -- nine years after Marinaro's first
edition.



It was not that American anglers made a point of copying 
British flies. We had, on the contrary, lost track of whom we 
were copying. We were taking the advice of writers who had 
borrowed from other writers and so on back to 1886, when somebody 
read Halford, We were working from copies of copies of copies, 
and the product had lost its relation to nature -- American or 
British. Halford's original Iron Blue Dun might have worked on 
the Letort, if only because it was small, but an Iron Blue on a 
size 14 Mustad hook (equivalent to a Redditch 12) would have put 
down rising brown trout in chalk stream and spring creek alike.

At core, the problem was that fishing authorities, with 
honorable exceptions, were dispensing revealed wisdom -- advice 
uncluttered by sources. It was an old habit among writers on both 
sides of the Atlantic, and I mention it here because Vince 
Marinaro raised the subject with me. He had acknowledged his own 
debts and was not amused when his personal contributions were 
later borrowed without attribution.

Vince returned to original sources, natural and human. He 
collected local stream insects, had them identified by 
entomologists, and rethought the artificial fly from head to 
tail. Earlier American writers were of little help in this work 
because none had understood the limestone spring creeks. Marinaro 
referred to predecessors "like Hewitt and La Branche and Gill" as 
"legendary."

In British books, however, Vince found what he needed -- not

2



Introduction to Marinaro Proper

on specific insects but on methods. He opened the Code with a 
quotation from Col. E.W. Harding, then drew from Skues, Halford, 
Mottram, Dunne, Ronalds, and more. Finding the right sources must 
have taken research, for an American in the 1940s

A Modern Dry Code was not the first American work on flies 
that imitate natural insects. Jennings and Flick had both 
published before 1950; both knew Catskill trout and mayflies^; 
and both (in my opinion) tied excellent dry flies in the 
traditional design. This, however, was a subject on which Vince 
did not agree, as I learned when he went through a manuscript of 
my first book. The Halfordian (and Catskill) dry fly was, for 
him, merely a wet fly adapted to float -- a purpose for which the 
design was not suited. With this background you will understand 
Marinaro's meaning when, in the pages that follow, he regrets 
that G.E.M. Skues did not "emancipate" the floating fly as he did 
the wet.

it it it it it

Marinaro (unlike Skues) left no list of angling 
contributions. Lest we forget, consider some innovations in the 
Code.

1. Terrestrial flies. This book gave land-based insects 
their myth -- and some of their best designs. There is a floating

1. Note for British readers: A mayfly, to anglers in America (and 
scientists everywhere) is any member of the order Ephemeroptera.

3



Introduction to Marinaro Proper

ant with hackle in the center of the body, a brilliant jassid, 
ingenious beetles, and a grasshopper unlike any other.

2. Minutae. Americans often need smaller flies than British 
anglers, but we did not know that till the Code taught us.

3. Widespread tail♦ Marinaro was, I think, first to describe 
"the enormous mechanical advantages to be gained by a proper 
arrangement of tail fibres" in the dry fly. A divided tail helps 
in persuading a winged fly to land and float in the correct 
position. This idea (with variations in the method of tying) has 
been widely adopted since 1950.

4. The "thorax" fly. Hackles are wound well back from
the eye of the hook -- an idea for which the author gave credit 
to Edgar Burke -- and designed to make the fly float flat or 
slightly nose-down on the water, like a real mayfly. Marinaro's 
original design is still used, though it is not easy to tie. Many 
successors use other approaches to the same end.

5. Olives. Marinaro may have been first to recognize the 
importance of mayflies in the genus Baetis on American waters.
(In 1969, he would also alert anglers to the genus Tricorythodes. 
Taken together, olives and tricos now furnish more than half of 
my fishing with imitative flies.)

In all of the above, what matters is not the author's 
specific patterns or tying methods, which can be altered to suit 
each individual fly-tyer. What matters is discovery.

There was yet another discovery, if one uses the term in a 
sense made popular by European explorers of new lands. Marinaro

4



Introduction to Marinaro Proper

put limestone spring creeks on the American angler's mapv It 
required a "brand of fly-fishing ... never observed or exploited 
before my time," he writes. He must have worked out the chalk- 
stream method by reading, for he would not fish the River Itchen 
till years later.

There are spring creeks west of the Great Plains which are, 
today, in better condition than either the Pennsylvania 
limestoners or the English chalk streams. There are tailwater 
fisheries that provide the same kind of fishing, and more of it, 
without sources in springs. The American fly-fishing boom of 
recent years has focused on such fertile streams. In them we 
catch rising fish, or try to catch them, by matching the hatch.
It involves stalking a visible quarry, rather than waiting for 
something mysterious to happen in the depths, The people who are 
drawn to fly-fishing in the first place are often especially 
drawn to this particular kind -- but we were not aware of that, 
before 1950.

★  ★  ★  ★  ★

Few people have proved more thoroughly than Vincent Marinaro 
that fly-fishing is an intellectual passion. He taught himself to 
make horsehair lines, using an authentic gadget found at a flea 
market. He reconstructed the old British North-Country flies, 
taking pains to find authentic materials. (Who else had dotterel 
feathers?)

His passions had nothing to do with price or prestige. I 
heard him express admiration for a few books, a cock's cape with

5
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silver-colored hackles, some old Hardy silk lines, one or two 
Partridge hooks, good double-barreled shotguns, a rod by Tom 
Maxwell, and a pair of hackle pliers. "That's the only good pair 
of hackle pliers I ever saw," he said.

The list of things he did not like was longer but expressed 
with equal frankness, if one asked. He held conventional wisdom 
in such disregard that some interlocutors found him unsettling. 
In addition to Halfordian dry flies, he had no time for:

f Rivers (or grouse coverts) with lots of people in 
them.

- Writers who attract crowds by publicizing individual 
streams.

- Anglers who fail to respect their prey. "Fishing is a 
blood sport," he said, and certain obligations come with 
it,

- Some prestigious bamboo rods, especially if they had 
stiff butts or soft middles.

- All graphite rods. He found them lacking in soul, 
repulsive, "almost slimy," and got.so that he would not 
willingly walk into a shop where he had to look at them. 
(But, at an earlier stage, he once admitted that an Orvis 
9'3" graphite rod for a 6-weight line cast well.)

It was easy to know when Vince was not pleased, and as the 
years went on, he increasingly objected to overwhelming trout 
with modern technology. You may be sure that I did not "pollute 
the water" (his term) with plastic rods when we went fishing
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together.
He insisted on "treating the stream right," but that did not 

mean putting all fish back. He liked a trout dinner, especially 
when it was cooked by his wife.

Once when I mentioned a well-known American author in 
conversation, Vince shook his head and said that he had seen the 
man "fishing the water" (casting at random) at a time when there 
were visible rises to cover. I did not know enough to press the 
point, but I wondered whether the other angler could see rising 
trout as well as Marinaro -- whose eyesight was keen long after 
his legs gave out.

He was, however, not a dry-fly purist. On one of our last 
trips to the Letort, he experimented with old-fashioned wet flies 
on small double hooks. I don't recall seeing him nymph-fishing. 
One day, though, I was fishing a little herl-bodied beetle 
upstream and wet, just like a Skues-style nymph, and Vince 
invited me to try two small Letort fish that had refused his dry 
fly. He seemed delighted when they took the beetle. I think he 
enjoyed filing that away as another angling problem solved.

* * * * *

Marinaro made his own rods of split cane, starting with a 
double-handed salmon rod that seemed impossibly light. His 
personal favorite was a 9-foot, 3-piece, 4-ounce rod for a 6- 
weight line. (His bad hip made wading difficult, and the long rod 
kept backcasts above foliage on the bank.) My favorites were the 
8- and 7 1/2-footers, which had about two-thirds the weight of my
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own rods -- and cast better. Then there was the 6-foot rod for a 
3-weight line. It weighed, Vince said, just under an ounce, and 
it was a real fishing tool, not a toy like the old Leonard "Baby 
Catskill." We proved this point with long, easy casts under the 
old apple tree in his back yard.

The rods’ tapers were, for him, not a matter of individual 
preference: There were specific tasks that had to be performed 
well or the rod was simply bad. But he was uncharacteristically 
evasive on the particulars. If asked, he would say that he did 
not want anyone making bad rods from his convex tapers, and the 
other tricks of the trade were as important as the dimensions in 
thousandths of an inch. He had hoped that some rod-maker with a 
milling machine would ask him to put rods in production. (He used 
planing forms only because he had no alternative.) He would not 
sell individual rods because he didn't want "to sell a $10,000 
design for $1,000."

I urged Vince to put what he knew about rod-building in a 
book, because it was difficult enough to make bamboo rods that 
would hold their own against the synthetics, and he should not 
let the best designs disappear without a ripple. He did not 
write the book, but I still hope that his tapers and notes will 
be made available to rod-builders.

ic "k rk rk

For me, the watershed in American fly-fishing came with 1950 
and the Code. In the years since, other good books have appeared 
and vast (but still incomplete) work has been done on American

8
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trout-stream insects. There could have been no better model than 
Marinaro. He was a lawyer, and the Code made case law that would 
be argued before the court of anglers without proving flawed. 
VinCe claimed nothing that he had not done. There were no evasive 
generalities to fail examination. Precedents were identified. If 
you open the book today for the first time, you will not feel 
that you are reading something obsolete^ Everything in it works, 
and always will.
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T h e  F lyfisher's C lassic L ibrary
"$Qm$ ofthe best fishing is done not in water but in print. " 

SPARSE GREY HACKEE

Datus Proper 
1085 Hamilton Road 
Belgrade, Montana 59714 
USA
28 June 1994 
Dear Datus 
Mar inaro
Today I received your Introduction. Thank you for a brilliant and 
informative evaluation, which will be ideal to those readers 
unfamiliar with Marinaro's important work. Congratulations, and 
what a relief to have some well-written text!
For FCL' s additional work in support of the book it would be 
helpful for me to receive from you a summary CV. Also, given your 
interest, your choice of USA magazine(s) that might have interest 
in your text (in addition to our normal policy of sending review 
copies)? We will be producing catalogue material for this Autumn 
in preparation for 1995 publication of the book.
You have sympathetically extended and communicated Marinaro's 
work with great sensibility - I'm sure he would have been very 
approving and grateful.
With best wishes
Yours sincerely

Justin Knowles
cc. Nick Lyons

Da r tm o o r  view , mary st r e e t , bovey tracey , n ew t o n  abbot, d evon , t q d  9HQ, En g la n d , u k .
TELEPHONE: UK (0)626-834182; FAX: UK (0)626 835714.
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June 17, 1994
Mr. Justin Knowles
The Flyfisher's Classic Library
Dartmoor View, Mary St.
Bovey Tracey, Devon 
TQ13 9HQ, England
Dear Justin,

A copy of this is going to Nick Lyons. Would like his 
opinion, if he has time to give one.

Note that I worked from the second edition — T the only one I 
have. Assume you'll be using the same one.

I bumped into one change that should perhaps be made to this 
third edition. Please see last H p.24, in which the author writes 
that "the olive is very scarce in America." This must have been 
his opinion in 1950 (first edition). On p.123, however there is 
more accurate information that must have been added for the 1970 
(second) edition. I have suggested in the intro that the olive is 
one of Marinaro's most important discoveries. Do you want to 
consider a deletion on p. 123 now? Over to Nick.

Yours,

Enclosed: Introduction to Marinaro
cc. Nick Lyons



The limestone streams had been fished in an old wet-fly 
style that he describes as :"a burlesque thing" in such water. 
Theodore Gordon did not understand the similarities between 
spring creek and chalk stream, but then Gordon had never been to 
England. Edward R. Hewitt did not understand either, and he had 
fished the chalk streams.

Marinaro understood. He had grown up in the "raw mountain 
country of western Pennsylvania" and learned to catch brook trout 
in rocky, infertile streams, then moved to the "rich, weedy" 
limestone waters in the south-central part of the state. He found 
them "full of insect and fish life" -- as different as if they 
had been on another continent.

Vince never fished the western spring creeks. He would not 
fly, and there were no trains to this part of Montana.

There were, however, still ships going to Britain, and he 
boarded one late in life, perhaps without realizing how difficult 
it could be to get fishing on the chalk streams. As Vince told 
the story, Roy Darlington saved the trip with an invitation to 
the Abbots Barton water on the River Itchen. It was G.E.M. Skues' 
old beat.

Mind you, originality had its costs. Readers were waiting 
for the great American novel decades after it had been published, 
and the Code was similarly ahead of its time in 1950. A few years 
later, first editions changed hands for a hundred times the price 
at which they had been sold off -- which must have made Vince 
Marinaro feel better. By the time we began to fish together in
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that their temperatures fluctuate in a narrow range, relative to
that of streams fed directly by rain or snow-melt.
(l)Note for British readers: A mayfly, to anglers in America and 
scientists everywhere, is any member of the order Ephemeroptera.
( 2 Ôutdoor Life. July 1969.
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Marinaro set out to emancipate the dry-fly, and he did it.
He did not use the term "design," but he was our most original 
fly-designer. He has by now influenced fly-fishermen world-wide, 
whether or not they have read his writing.

There had been other good American writers, but none had 
grasped British precedents well enough to build on them|| It was 
not till the mid-twentieth century that we got our first angling 
book that did not have to start by re-inventing the wheel. It 
sprang from the streams of the limestone country.

It is fair to say that he did for the floating fly what 
Skues had done for the wet.

Marinaro got their information right, even to calling olives 
by their correct name. There are may olives (small mayflies of 
the genus Baetis) in America. There are no blue-winged olives, 
though the name has been borrowed and widely used. Avoiding such 
pitfalls could not have been easy for a writer who, at that time, 
had not visited England.

[He must have made the connection between limestone and 
chalk by reading, because he did not visit England till much 
later. ]

Taking America as a whole, east to west, mayflies in the 
genus Tricorvthodes are the most important we have -- and almost

2no one knew they existed till Marinaro wrote about them in 1969. 
It was the angling equivalent of Columbus's landfall in 1492.

are chemically similar, and the chemistry provides high 
fertility. Equally important, they are stenothermal -- meaning
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May 18, 1994
Mr. Justin Knowles
The Flyfisher's Classic Library
Dartmoor View, Mary St.
Bovey Tracey, Devon 
TQ13 9HQ, England
Dear Justin,

Thanks for your invitation. I'll start the introduction to 
Marinaro instanter. Do you have a length-limit? If so, please let 
me know (soon if not instanter) because this one needs more than 
the standard formula, and Vince would expect me to get it right. 
He was original. Most readers, even (or especially) on this side 
of the Atlantic, have not figured out what he was up to, but he 
changed the direction of our sport.

You should hop over here and try the fishing, if you haven't 
already. Or even if you have.

Yours,



T h e  F lyfisher's C lassic L ibrary
"Some of the best fishing is done not in water but in print." 

1 1  *’S # A R S E  GREY HACKLE

3rd May 1994

Datus Proper,
1085 Hamilton Road, 
Belgrade MT 59714, 
U.S.A.

Dear Datus Proper,

A MODERN DRY-FLY CODE: VINCENT C. MARINARO

You will have heard from Nick Lyons that we are planning 
to republish a special edition for this classic title. 
For most of our titles we endeavour to incorporate a new 
introduction, and Nick suggested that you would be the 
ideal person as "the single best authority on Marinaro"; 
also I understand that you extensively fished with him.

I enclose one of our catalogues and you will note that we 
sell relatively small editions, to a high specification 
for our Members; we do not sell to bookshops. I 
anticipate the edition will probably be limited to around 
750 copies. As we are a small independent Publishers, we 
are unable to offer a substantial fee, but many of our 
writers prefer to receive their choice of books from our 
list, in exchange for their text. Perhaps you would let 
me know your thoughts about this.

Incidentally, we would plan the book for 1995 and would 
hope to receive the text of introduction for early Autumn 
1994, as we would hope to incorporate reference to the 
text in our 1995 catalogue.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

JUSTIN KNOWLES

DARTMOOR VIEW, MARY STREET, BOVEY TRACEY, NEWTON ABBOT, DEVON,TQ13 9HQ, ENGLAND, UK.
TELEPHONE: UK (0)626-834182; FAX: UK (0)626 835714.


